KAPPA DELTA 62ND BIENNIAL NATIONAL CONVENTION AWARDS

COLLEGIATE CHAPTER AWARDS

**Council Award**
Delta Gamma-Western Kentucky

**Merit Chapters**  
*on campuses with 1-7 NPC groups*
Alpha Chi-Louisiana Tech
Alpha Upsilon-Birmingham-Southern
Beta Lambda-Georgetown
Beta Upsilon-Susquehanna
Delta Zeta-Louisiana/Monroe
Eta Lambda-Franklin & Marshall
Gamma Epsilon-Florida Southern
Gamma Kappa-Louisiana/Lafayette
Zeta Iota-Saint Louis
Zeta Psi-Valparaiso

*on campuses with 8 or more NPC groups*
Alpha Mu-Mississippi
Alpha Pi-William & Mary
Alpha Rho-Maryland
Alpha Xi-Louisville
Beta Chi-North Carolina/Chapel Hill
Delta Gamma-Western Kentucky
Delta Omega-Mississippi State
Epsilon Iota-Missouri
Epsilon Pi-Virginia Tech
Epsilon Tau-Clemson
Eta Kappa-Northeastern
Pi-Nebraska
Sigma Epsilon-Texas
Sigma Lambda-Auburn
Zeta Mu-Towson

**Achievement Award**  
*on campuses of 1-7 NPC groups*
Beta Sigma-Southern Mississippi
Delta Tau-Morehead State
Eta Zeta-North Florida
Gamma Gamma-High Point
Gamma Xi-Kentucky Wesleyan
Mu-Millsaps

(on campuses of 8 or more NPC groups)
Alpha Alpha-Michigan State
Alpha Epsilon-Tennessee/Knoxville
Alpha Kappa-Oregon State
Delta Beta-Eastern Illinois
Eta Alpha-Texas A&M/College Station
Sigma Gamma-Kansas State
Sigma Iota-Washington
Sigma Mu-George Washington
Sigma Sigma-Iowa State
Theta Beta-Washington/St. Louis

Recognition Award
(on campuses of 1-7 NPC groups)
Alpha Delta-Rhodes
Alpha Phi-Westminster
Delta Mu-Newberry
Delta Upsilon-Tennessee Tech
Eta Eta-Northern Kentucky
Eta Iota-Pace
Eta Omega-Kennesaw State
Gamma Delta-East Tennessee State
Gamma Tau-Ripon
Zeta Rho-San Diego

(on campuses of 8 or more NPC groups)
Beta Alpha-Virginia
Epsilon-Louisiana State
Epsilon Omega-Kentucky
Epsilon Omicron-Central Florida
Gamma Beta-North Texas
Zeta Epsilon-Kansas

Chapter Improvement Award
Alpha Psi-Drury
Beta Kappa-Tennessee/Chattanooga
Delta Chi-LaGrange
Epsilon Zeta-North Carolina/Pembroke
Eta Nu-Sacred Heart
Eta Tau-Florida Gulf Coast
Gamma Iota-Gulf Coast
Gamma Mu-Valdosta State
Gamma Nu-Miami
Omega Chi-Cornell
Sigma Psi-North Dakota State
Zeta Chi-Idaho
Zeta Zeta-San Bernardino

**Academic Excellence Award**
Alpha-Longwood
Alpha Chi-Louisiana Tech
Alpha Mu-Mississippi
Alpha Pi-William & Mary
Beta Chi-North Carolina/Chapel Hill
Beta Mu-Bowling Green State
Delta Eta-South Florida
Delta Mu-Newberry
Delta Tau-Morehead State
Delta Zeta-Louisiana/Monroe
Epsilon-Louisiana State
Epsilon Epsilon-Appalachian State
Epsilon Lambda-Alabama/Huntsville
Eta Beta-Bradley
Eta Chi-Elon
Eta Eta-Northern Kentucky
Eta Phi-Boston
Eta Rho-Wilmington
Eta Xi-Dartmouth
Gamma Gamma-High Point
Gamma Kappa-Louisiana/Lafayette
Gamma Nu-Miami
Gamma Xi-Kentucky Wesleyan
Lambda-Northwestern
Mu-Millsaps
Sigma Epsilon-Texas
Sigma Iota-Washington
Sigma Tau-Washington State
Theta Beta-Washington/St. Louis
Theta Theta-Rhode Island
Xi-Pittsburgh
Zeta Mu-Towson
Zeta Zeta-Cal State/San Bernardino

**Academic Excellence Programming Award**
*(on campuses of 1-7 NPC groups)*
Alpha Upsilon-Birmingham-Southern
(on campuses of 8 or more NPC groups)
Theta Beta-Washington/St. Louis

Christine Harrison Magazine Award
Highest Average Per Capita
(on campuses of 1-7 NPC groups)
Epsilon Alpha-Missouri S&T
(on campuses of 8 or more NPC groups)
Epsilon-Louisiana State

Highest Dollar Total
(on campuses of 1-7 NPC groups)
Eta Mu-Georgia College & State
(on campuses of 8 or more NPC groups)
Epsilon-Louisiana State

Community Service Award
(on campuses of 1-7 NPC groups)
Delta Iota-Murray State
(on campuses of 8 or more NPC groups)
Beta Zeta-South Carolina

Community Visibility
(on campuses of 1-7 NPC groups)
Delta Tau-Morehead State
(on campuses of 8 or more NPC groups)
Epsilon Omicron-Central Florida

Excellence in Member Education Award
(on campuses of 1-7 NPC groups)
Theta Alpha-Quinnipiac
(on campuses of 8 or more NPC groups)
Beta Rho-San Diego State

Financial Responsibility Award
(on campuses of 1-7 NPC groups)
Eta Lambda-Franklin & Marshall
(on campuses of 8 or more NPC groups)
Delta Gamma-Western Kentucky

Genevieve Forbes Morse Excellence in New Member Education Award
(on campuses of 1-7 NPC groups)
Eta Mu-Georgia College & State
(on campuses of 8 or more NPC groups)
Eta Kappa-Northeastern

**Girl Scouts Support Award**  
*(on campuses of 1-7 NPC groups)*  
Beta Delta-Utah State  
*(on campuses of 8 or more NPC groups)*  
Epsilon Iota-Missouri

**Gladys Pugh Redd Panhellenic Award**  
*(on campuses of 1-5 NPC groups)*  
Alpha Sigma-New Hampshire  
*(on campuses of 6-10 NPC groups)*  
Zeta Kappa-Ball State  
*(on campuses of 11 or more NPC groups)*  
Sigma Mu-George Washington

**Judy Hare Thorne Angelos Award**  
*(on campuses of 1-7 NPC groups)*  
Mu-Millsaps  
*(on campuses of 8 or more NPC groups)*  
Delta Gamma-Western Kentucky

**Mileage Award**  
Eta Zeta-North Florida

**Minnie Mae Prescott Gracious Living Award**  
Gamma Delta-East Tennessee State

**Most Improved Recruitment Program Award**  
*(on campuses of 1-7 NPC groups)*  
Sigma Pi-Albion  
*(on campuses of 8 or more NPC groups)*  
Delta Eta-South Florida

**New Chapter Excellence Award**  
Theta Zeta-Lehigh

**Open Recruitment Award**  
*(on campuses of 1-7 NPC groups)*  
Eta Delta-Wright State  
*(on campuses of 8 or more NPC groups)*  
Omega Chi-Cornell

**Patricia Beecham Nieman Shamrock Event Award**
(on campuses of 1-7 NPC groups)
Gamma Delta-East Tennessee State
(Recruitment Excellence Award)
Eta Zeta-North Florida
(Website Award)
Sigma Psi-North Dakota State
(Outstanding Chapter Advisory Board)
Alpha Iota-California/Los Angeles
(CAB Award of Excellence)
Eta Beta-Bradley
Eta Delta-Wright State
Eta Iota-Pace
Eta Omega-Kennesaw State
Gamma Iota-San Jose State
(Alpha Iota-California/Los Angeles
(CAB Award of Excellence)
Alpha Kappa-Oregon State
Eta Chi-Elon
Sigma Kappa-Ohio State
Sigma Lambda-Auburn
Sigma Mu-George Washington
Theta Beta-Washington/St. Louis
Joan Hovde Haines Outstanding House Corporation Award
Delta Omega-Mississippi State
House Corporation Award of Excellence
Alpha Epsilon-Tennessee/Knoxville
Beta Chi-North Carolina/Chapel Hill
Delta Omega-Mississippi State
Epsilon Iota-Missouri
Epsilon Alpha-Missouri S&T
Epsilon-Louisiana State
Epsilon Omega-Kentucky
Epsilon Omicron-Central Florida
Eta Alpha-Texas A&M/College Station
Eta Upsilon-North Carolina State
Sigma Iota-Washington
Sigma Omicron-Illinois
Sigma Phi-Georgia
Sigma Sigma-Iowa State
Sigma Epsilon-Texas
Zeta Gamma-Arkansas

Beverly Axel Sywassink Most Improved House Corporation Award
Eta Mu-Georgia College & State

ALUMNAE CHAPTER AWARDS

Marjorie Rowles Stakes Outstanding Alumnae Chapter
Nashville, Tennessee

Alumnae Chapter Excellence Award
Anne Arundel County, Maryland
Chicago Northwest Suburban
Cleveland West
Dayton, Ohio
Detroit Tri-County
Fort Worth, Texas
Greater Atlanta Day
Houston
Milwaukee
Nashville, Tennessee
Newport Harbor, California
North San Diego County
St. Louis
Tallahassee, Florida
Twin Cities, Minnesota

Alumnae Chapter Achievement Award
Austin Hill Country, Texas
Central Arkansas
Columbus, Ohio  
Greater Cincinnati  
Greater Marietta/Roswell, Georgia  
Greater Naperville, Illinois  
Low Country, South Carolina  
Mountain Brook, Alabama  
Northwest Arkansas  
Pittsburgh  
Richardson/Plano, Texas  
Seattle Daytime

**Alumnae Chapter Recognition Award**
Baltimore  
Bloomington-Normal, Illinois  
Gwinnett County, Georgia  
Hoover/Birmingham Area, Alabama  
Jacksonville, Florida  
Midlands, South Carolina  
Orange County, California  
Orlando/Winter Park, Florida  
Peoria, Illinois  
Phoenix/Valley of the Sun  
San Antonio  
St. Petersburg, Florida  
Statesboro, Georgia  
Utah (formerly Salt Lake City)  
West Georgia

**Alumnae Chapter Membership-Building Award**
Savannah, Georgia

**Ann Doner Vaughn Philanthropy Award**  
*(40 or more members)*  
Nashville, Tennessee

**Collegiate Chapter Support Award, in-Town**
Nashville, Tennessee

**Collegiate Chapter Support Award, out-of-Town**
Newport Harbor, California

**Community Visibility Award**
Utah
Elizabeth Winston Lanier Philanthropy Award
(fewer than 40 members)
Gwinnett County, Georgia

Girl Scout Support Award
Greater Atlanta Day

Judy Hare Thorne Angelos Award
Tallahassee, Florida

Magazine Sales Award
Highest Average Per Capita
Chicago Northwest Suburban
Highest Dollar Total
Greater Atlanta Day

Martha Copening Kellstrom Award for Programming Excellence
Greater Atlanta Day

Outstanding New Alumnae Chapter Award
Utah

Patricia Beecham Nieman Shamrock Event Award
(fewer than 40 members)
Orange County, California
(40 or more members)
Nashville, Tennessee
(joint event)
Greater Atlanta Day and Eta Omega-Kennesaw State

Website Award
Utah

INDIVIDUAL HONORS
Corre Anding Stegall Collegiate Leadership Award
Jacqueline Boggs, Beta Epsilon-Tulsa
Tayler Bowen, Beta Nu-Toledo
Annie Carlisle, Alpha Chi-Louisiana Tech
Julie Dickerson, Eta Alpha-Texas A&M/College Station
Jessica Edgar, Epsilon Iota-Missouri
Meredith Ellis, Epsilon Tau-Clemson
Marjorie Halstead, Alpha Kappa-Oregon State
Adriana Hardwicke, Alpha Iota-California/Los Angeles
Sarah Head, Alpha Chi-Louisiana Tech
Mary Heiller, Sigma Sigma-Iowa State
Ali Lannom, Delta Upsilon-Tennessee Tech
Kelsey Miller, Beta Upsilon-Susquehanna
Ryann Miller, Eta Omega-Kennesaw State
Victoria Neal, Alpha Mu-Mississippi
Mary Parker, Mu-Millsaps
Sarah Price, Delta Gamma-Western Kentucky
Nilofer Rajpurkar, Theta Nu-Purdue
Grace Shike, Zeta Gamma-Arkansas
Leah Margaret Strope, Alpha Mu-Mississippi
Bailey Thornton, Delta Omega-Mississippi State
Dulcie Trotter, Alpha Delta-Rhodes
Allison Willard, Delta Zeta-Louisiana/Monroe
Rachel Wolfe, Sigma Phi-Georgia

Order of the Emerald
Helen Watt Alston, Beta Pi-Florida
Kimberly Howard Bittner, Omega Xi-Cincinnati
Lauren Bosch, Gamma Iota-San Jose State
Eleanor Fiorillo Crockford, Alpha Alpha-Michigan State
Joy Farmer Dunlap, Delta Delta-Troy
Carol Stancil Edwards, Sigma Epsilon-Texas
Carol Bornmann Lietz, Epsilon Alpha-Missouri S&T
Sheri Stewart Phillips, Gamma Rho-Sam Houston State
Elizabeth Westerfield Prince, Epsilon-Louisiana State
Jennifer Williamson Ratliff, Epsilon Omega-Kentucky
Barbara Davidson Reynolds, Alpha Iota-California/Los Angeles
Kimberly Shadwick, Delta Pi-Middle Tennessee State
Diane Scancella Spicer, Epsilon Kappa-Cal Poly/San Luis Obispo
Deborah Aichholz Welsch, Epsilon Omega-Kentucky

Order of the Pearl
Laurie McCain Alter, Gamma Epsilon-Florida Southern
Stephanie Campbell Baker, Alpha Upsilon-Birmingham-Southern
Carolyn Ells Cheverine, Sigma Theta-Pennsylvania
Zane Parke Cohen, Beta Lambda-Georgetown
Barbara Sigler Dieterich, Sigma Kappa-Ohio State
Norma Thacker Edenfield, Gamma Pi-Emory
Shelley Irwin, Sigma Upsilon-Indiana
Lucy Richardson Janoush, Gamma Psi-Delta State
Jean Phelps Krohn, Epsilon Omega-Kentucky
Casandra Brown Matej, Sigma Epsilon-Texas
Gale Balte Probst, Sigma Phi-Georgia
Sally Hielsberg Schakel, Sigma Sigma-Iowa State
Emily Payne Veletzos, Alpha Iota-California/Los Angeles
Kathleen Duffy Ybarra, Beta Psi-Arizona State